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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE ST~E OF CALIFORNZA 

Investigation on the commission's 
own motion into, the proposed separate 
billinqplan of ~&~ COMMONI~IONS 
OF CALIFORNXA, INC., a corporation, . 
for interstate and interLAXA business 
and residence toll telecommunications 
services within the state of 
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1.88-01-007 
(Filed January 13, 1988) 

AT&T Communications of california (AT&T) has announced 
plans to initiate its own billing proqr~ desiqned to bill some of 
its business and residence custo~ers diree~ly. currently AT&T- uses 
the tariffed or contract service of california's local exchange 
telephone companies (LECs), who provide local message and intraLATA 
toll telephone service, and who include bills for AT&T"s interLATA 
and interstate :m.~ssaqe toll service in the same envelope with their 
monthly bills. ,·~'Beeause direct billing by AT&T' will. impact the 
LECs, their customers, and AT&T's customers' this investigation was 
opened. 

'!'he OII,'_ noted three areas of concern: 
! 

1. The revenue impact on LECs. There are 22 LEes in 
california, all of whom may lose revenue if they no longer provide 
billinq service for AT&T. The commission needs information on that 
revenue impaet~ 

2. ,The impact, revenue or otherwise; on business and 
residence telephone customers. Most AT&T customers today receive 
one combined b:tll for· basic . .J.ocal messaqe,' intraLATA, interLA1'A" 
interstate,. and inte~ational telephone service. This combined 
bill allows them to, examjne their overall telephone usaqe at one 
tfme each month and pay the entire bill with one check mailed in 
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one envelope or delivered to the local office or bill payment 
center of the LEC. 

3. The costs, benefits, and other impacts on AT&T' resulting 
from the proposed billing program. It is uncertain whether AT&T's 
expenses will increase or decrease as a result of its billing 
takeback. In either case revenues will be affected. 

Tbe Commission also sought answers to the following 
questions: (1) whether this Commission should adopt guidelines for 
the billing ot services. that cut across customers ot LEes and. 
AT&T; (2) whether or to what extent previous Commission decisions 
have ratified or incorporated the past or proj ected impacts o,f 
AX&T's separate billing for its services; (3) whether any 
adjustment to AX&T'sbilling expense is appropriate; (4) whether 
separate billing can or should be made optional to customers who 
may desire separate bills from-AT&T; (5) whether a separate bill is 
superior to, other alternatives tor use by AX&T to, communicate· with 
its customers; and (~) whether there are other separate versus 
combined billing related matters and/or customers' concerns which 
may arise d.uring the course of this investigation for either AX&T's 
or the LECs' services. 

In response to the OII, AT&T, the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN), and all 
LECs filed comments on the· issues raised and questions asked by the 
commission. A prehearing conference was held where the matter was 
discussed and where the ORA made a motion for a continuance and 
other relief. Before considering the ORA'S motion it will be 
helpful to set forth the parties' response to the issues and 
questions asked. 

1. The ReVenue Dgpact on LEes 

with the exception of Pacific Bell (PacBell) and GTE 
California, (GTEC) the position of the LECs is similar. All, 
except West Coast, join in PacBell's billing and collection (8&C) 
Tariff No. 175-'1'" and. use the same tariff rates as PacBell, in which 
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they pool their B&C revenue and costs including a common return on 
their investment. Because of this pooling no LEC (other than 
PacBell and GTEC) receives any contribution to margin. None of 
these LECs expect AT&T's takeback to occur, as to them., prior to 
1991 and perhaps later, and, therefore, they assert there is no~ 
potential revenue effect from AT&T's current plan for a separate 
billing system; any revenue effect can only be known when the 
takeback occurs. 

GTEC states that its 1987 B&C after tax revenue is $6.a. 
million dollars, and that it expects minimal revenue impact between 
1988 and 1990. It does, however, foresee a potential reduction in 
revenue and cost after 1990. 

PacBell has by far the largest potential loss of all the 
LECs. It asks confidentiality for its actual revenues and expenses 
related to B&C, a request we shall grant. In its response 
PacBell has stated that the takeback.in 1987 will require a revenue 
adjustment of approximately $3.8. million and in 1988 approximately 
$40 million. Future years' impact may even be greater. 

The revenue impact on the LECs from a B&C takeback may be 
in excess of an annual $4S million contribution to· margin. AT&T 
has presented no evidence that there will be a concomitant 
reduction in its revenue requirement and, to the contrary, has 
requested that the commission not adjust its rates. 

2. ~e Revenue Impact on Business 
and Residential CUstopers 

Other than the reduced revenue to be sutferedby the LECs 
when the takeback occurs, which will be offset by anticipated rate 
increases, no LEe ventured to assess the impact on business and 
residential customers. Only one telephone user appeared--the 
county of Los Angeles--which opposed the takeback and asserted that 
its costs would increase sUbstanti~lly; at least two additional 
clerks, with associated overhead, would be required- to process the 
separate AX&'!' bill. The Los Angeles county representative also 
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said that he was a director of the Telecommunications Association, 
a trade qroup of 2,200 ~embers, and that that group also has grave 
concerns about ~&T's separate billing. 

The revenue i~pact upon. residential and business 
customers depends upon the assumptions made. AT&T esti~ates that 
in 1989 it will have saved through its billing system $49,300,000 
at a cost to its customers or $14,200,000. Those· numbers, which 
were not tested on this reco:'d,.. assumed an additional 25¢ postage 
and 16¢ average check charge for each customer who will receive two 
telephone bills under the takeback. 

We have done our own computation under the following 
assumptions (assumptions 1, 2, and 3 are derived from AT&T'S 
Exhibit 250 in A.8S-11-029): 

1. 10,000,000 potential AT&T customers in 
California. 

2. 5,300,000 of those customers will be billed 
directly by AT&T and have two telephone 
bills • 

3. l,OOO,.OOO of the S.3 million will be billed 
quarterly .. 

4. Postage will be 25¢ and average check 
charges will be 2S¢. 

4,300~000 customers x SO¢ per ~onth x l2 months - $25,800,000. 
l,OOO,OOO customers )C SO¢ per month x 4 months - 2,00Q,00Q 

$27,800,000 

Regardless of which cost to the ratepayer is used,. AT&T"s 
$14,200,000 or our $27,800,000, the costs are high. Over 4.3 
million customers will be paying an extra $6 a year and over 1 
million customers will be payinq an extra $2 a year to receive a 
separate bill from AT&T. AT&T has not offered to reduce rates upon 
implementation of its program. Nor do those costs include the cost 
to AT&T's customers from increases in LEe rates to cover reduced 
revenue caused by the takeback. Increases in LEe rates, if any, 
cannot be determined until after the takeback occurs and current 
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contracts expire. Only then will we know how many customers are 
being billed by AX&~, how many remain with the LEes, and the terms 
of new aqreements between AT&T and the LECs. It is apparent that 
no immediate LEC rate increase or revenue shortfall will oc~ur as 
the direct result ot AT&T's beginning to bill customers directly., 
Concerns about such an impact were a prilDary motivation tor the 
commission to initiate this investigation. The commission will 
have the opportunity to manage any rate or revenue impacts as they 
occur, in the same way that the revenue impacts ot the takebacks 
that have occurred to date have been managed. 

3. Xhe Ilgpact on ATU-

No party, other than AT&T', cOmll1ented on the impact of the 
takeback on,AT&~. The DRA said it needs more time and information 
to, make an informed analysis. AX&T asserts that it entered into 
its customer service and billing proqram as a reasonable market 
response to- the conditions prevailing at and beyond divestiture to, 
achieve two complementary obj ectives: to control expense and 
achieve cost-etficiencies; and to satisfy the diverse needs ot its 
customers. AT&T conducted business case analyses (in 1983 and 
198$) which demonstrated that it would achieve siqnificant 
nationwide cost avoidance by implementing an internal billing 
system, compared to relying exclusively on LEC billing and 
collection services. In an analysis ot the 1987-69 period in 
California, AT&T asserts that its billing program would be more 
cost effective than a'baseline alternative of January 1986 tariffed 
LEC rates adjusted tor inflation, and that the costs avoided by 
AT&T tar exceed incremental customer expense tor postage and 
checkWritinq. 

In addition to cost avoidance, AT&T'S program provides 
tor direct contact with, and accountability tor support ot, its own 
customers, whiC:h it says is a commonplace occurrence in any 
business, and certainly the norm in the long distance industry, 
wh.ere AT&'r's principal competitorspertorm their own billing and, 
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collection functions. By perfor.ming its own billing, AT&T· expects 
to- offer such innovations as an improved format,. quarterly billing 
frequency, and a combined bill for long distance services and 
equipment leases. It maintains that its customer research 
demonstrates the high degree of satisfaction customers have found 
by interacting with these and other capabilities of AT&T·"s system. 
It will not have to be constrained by non-standard and incompatible 
LEC systems to- meet its own customer requirements for billing. 
AT&T and its customers will also- benefit from the more rapid 
deployment of billing tor new AT&T· services, optional calling 
plans,. and coordinated introductions of those services. 

It further states that it has made reasonable 
accommodations that recOCJllize the efficiencies of LEC billing for 
low volwne users and that provide appropriate revenue support to· 
LECs consistent with market realities. In 198-6, AT&T and PacBell 
entered into a specialized service Arrangement facilitating the 
introduction of AT&T's direct billing capability for AT&T long 
distance service and the continued provision of PacBell billing and 
collection services for low volwne toll users. In approving 
PacBell's advice letter filing substituting this five-year contract 
for previously tariffed arrangements, the Commission concurred· in 
the recommendations of PacBell and the Commission's Evaluation and 
Compliance Division that the proposed rates and conditions of the 
Specialized Service Arrangement were just, reasonable, and 
consistent with market realities. (Resolution T-l1049, June 25-, 
1986.) Due to the FCC's detariffing of interstate LEC billing and 
collection services as of January 1, 198-1, AT&T's relationships 
with all LEes for those services are also governed by contracts 
with reasonable rates and conditions consistent with market 
realities. 
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4. Sboul.d the c~ssion Adopt 
Guidelines tor Billing services? 

None ot the responders recommend any guidelines or other 
procedures covering billing services. The ORA recommends that the 
LEes give as ~uch advance notice as possible if separate billing is 
implemented by AX&T. This request is reasonable. 

5. Have C()1!llli ss10n Decisions Ratified· 
or Incorporated the Past or Pro~ected 
Impacts of lTiT's S~rate BillIng Plan? 

Responders referred to two Commission actions regarding 
AT&T's separate billing plan. By Resolution T-11049', in 1986, the 
commission approved the tive-year PacBell-AT&T- Specialized Service 
Arrangement, which set torth the prices, terms, and conditions tor 
conversion ot customer accounts to AX&T's billing system, tor 
PacBell's billing ot AT&T's customers, and tor the transfer ot 
customer accounts between the two· billing systems. Later, in 
A.85-1l-029 AT&T showed that the i~pact of the Specialized Service 
Arrangement resulted in a reduction ot AT&T's 1986- Test Year 
expenses by $20.~ ~illion, which the commission adopted in 
0.86-11-079. Despite the clear opportunity to do so·, the 
Commission chose not to intertere with AT&T"s plan to assume a 
major portion of its own billing. 

6. Xs ADy Adjustment to- A:r,'l"'s 
Billing Expenses APPropriate? 

AT&T- says no; all the LECs have no opinion; and. the ORA . 
and TURN say yes. As discussed below, the ORA requests a 
continuance to september lS, 1988 during which time it will pursue 
d.iscovery to get reliable cost intormation. We, however, do, not 
believe that this OIl is the proper vehicle to consider adjusting 
AT&T's billinq expenses. First, there is no test year in which to· 
weigh revenue and expense. To take one item and consider it in a 
vacuum. is not the best way to set rates. Second, AT&T' has not 
i~plemented its takebaek proqram, theretore, we have no hard, 
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numbers on which to base an adjustment. Third, our view of the 
takeback proqram is much different from AT&T's and may cause 
substantial changes in its program and costs a We will keep, this 
proceeding open to allow AT&T to file additional information on the 
additional costs it will incur upon implementing its CUstomer 
service and Billing program. This tiling shall be not earlier than 
six'months after the full operation of this separate billing 
progX'OlD.. ORA will have time and has the opportunity under the Ptr 
Code to request and receive any additional information it needs to· 
prepare its recommendations to us on that filinga 

7. Should separate BUls be Hade an 
Option at the Election of! the 
S:Ustomr ? 

AT&T plans to take back billing for all residential 
customers with monthly toll charges ot $Sor more and all business 
customers with monthly toll charges ot $10 or morea Those 
customers who now receive a separate bill tor their lease of AT&T 
telephone products will be billed by AT&T' for toll service even 
though they do not meet the minimum amount.. And tor customers who' 
will be receiving AT&T bills but whose toll usage is $8 or less per 
month, AT&T will offer the option of quarterly billing. AT&T 
asserts it now has over 600,000 business accounts and over 9 
million residence accounts in california. Of those accounts the 
LEes will continue to serve 1/3 of the business accounts and 47t of 
the residence accounts. The balance will eventually be billed 
directly by AT&'l'. AT&T estimates that if the quarterly billing 
threshold :for long distance services is set at $a monthly, almost 
one million AT&T customers in california will qualify for this 
option .. 

'Onder the AT&T plan, in l.9S9, assuming 2'S¢ postage and 
25¢ average cost to write a check, residential customers who, have a 
$S monthly toll bill will pay an additional SO¢ a month to receive 
a telephone bill directly from AT&T. If they exercise the 
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quarterly option, their postage ana cbeck cost will be reduced by 
67%, but it their toll bill is $8 per month, they must pay the SO¢. 
This, to us, is unreasonable unless the customer is given the 
option to choose to be billed by the LEe. 

The OXI bas posed the question whether separate bills 
should be at the option o~ the customer. AX&T says it plans to
ofter the option t~ customers who would otherwise remain with the 
LEes: customers in the takeback would not have the option. PacBell 
has no recommendation and the other LEes oppose on the ground that 
switching by customers between AT&T and the LEes will be both 
confusing and costly. There is no evidence in the record trom 
which we can conclude that customers not billed separately by AX&T 
will or will not choose to be billed by AT&T, but the economics ot 
the situation could influence customers to choose not to be so 
billed. 

AT&T's option plan is a one-way option. CUstomers whose 
use is below the takeback level would be 9iven the option ot being 
billed by AT&T, but customers who are within the takeback group 
could not opt out. In our opinion, the option should work in both 
directions. CUstomers in the ori9inal takeback should have the 
option to be billed by their local telephone company, and those 
customers, at any level of usage, who- desire to be billed by AT&T 
could so choose. There is no hard data in the record upon which to 
determine whether the LEes would incur increased costs because ot 
this ability to move between companies, but in our judgment the 
lion's share ot switching would be trom AT&T to the LEes, thereby 
bene~itinq the LEes. switching at the customers' option could be 
done once without charge; thereafter at a reasonable charge to the 
customer paid to the telephone company losinq the customer. When a 
new customer beqins service, the customer would be automatically 
billed by the LEe tor three months, atter which the customer would 
be automatically switched to AT&T upon meeting the threshold 
amount: after having some experience with A'l'&'r"s billing the 
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customer could, without charge, request to be billed solely by its 
LEC. However, if this market is as competitive as is alleged by 
AT&T, customers should reap some of the benefits of AT&T's cost 
savings in terms of lower rates, better service, or even discounts 
for receiving a direct bill. Tbese are some ot the potential 
advantages that could develop to offset the obvious additional 
costs of receiving two bills instead of one. 

s. XS a Separate Blll superior to 
mer A1ternatiyes? 

AT&T thinks it is. PacBell states it has conducted no 
studies on the point and, therefore, has no comment. GTEC believes 
that it is more effective and the other LECs have no opinion. 

AT&T asserts that a separate bill will provide its 
6customers with the ability to communicate directly with the 
company that not only provides their inter~A services, but also 
renders their bills, responds to questions concerning those bills, 
and receives payment tor those services. A separate A~&~ bill 
provides direct customer contact and a continual and frequent means 
to communicate intormation etfectively in response to customer 
needs. Moreover, AT&T's carefully designed customer bill--whieh 
clearly states what AT&T" services were used, what calls were made 
over what period ot time,. what the charges are, and what remittance 
amount is expeeted--will provide a superior communication ot such 
intormation to ~&T- customers than is possible when AT&T billing 
data is commingled with LEC billing data. 6 

In our opinion, without considering cost, a separate bill 
is superior to other methods for AX&T- to communicate with its 
customers. AT&T- ~ use the billing envelope 12 times a year to 
include marketing i~ormation that otherwise would require a 
separate mailinq and would be less likely to· be read. But costs 
must be considered; AT"&T, itself, does not want to- separately bill 
its customers when it is not cost effective for both AT&T ana the 
customer. When costs are considered, espeCially the cost to- the 
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residential customer, it is our opinion that those costs, in most 
instances, outweigh any benefit that might be received by a 
customer through a separate bill. AT&T' always has the option ot a 
separate mailing to its customers to inform them of new products, 
rates, etc. 

9. Are there other separate Versus 
Combined BUlinq Related Matters 
and/or CUstOller Concerns ~or 
Either An%; or LEe serviceS? 

GTEC points out that there is an ongoing problem that 
customers experience in having to deal with multiple companies in 
meeting their telecommunications needs, but this is an industry
wide problem, not one caused by, nor cured by, the takeback. Evans 
Telephone Co., Capay Valley Telephone System, and Siskiyou 
Telephone Co. expect that there will be some customer inconvenience 
and an increase in AX&T's bad debt experience because of separate 
billing. Confusion will arise when AX&T institutes toll blocking 
for nonpayment of its bill, While loeal serviee and incoming toll 
service continue. But, because of shortness of time, the most 
important group which could address this particular question--the 
telephone eustomer--was not heard. This lacuna was emphatically 
stressed by the DRA. However, the business of satisfying. its 
customers is most direetly that of AT&T-'s; also-, it is difficult to, 
gauge the impact of events that have yet to, oceur. It is not clear 
how customer reaction could be meaningfully assessed at this'time. 

10'. The DBA Position 

The ORA says that more information is needed before the 
questions posed in this OII can be satisfactorily addressed and 
that comments from telephone customers should be solicited. The 
ORA, therefore, recommends that the date for filing responses- be 
extended to September lS, 19Se and that all customers be notified 
of this OIl by bill insert. 

In its response the DRA. asserts, among other things, 
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1. A'1'&T·'s billing- and collection expenses must be adjusted 
in an amount to be recommended after the ORA has completed its 
investiqation. 

2'. The costs of optional separate billing- are not determined 
and could prove to be unreasonable. 

3. Separate billing- may neqate this commission's [partial) 
disallowance of marketinq and advertising- expenses. 

4. There is ilWut~ieient evidenee in the record to determine 
the prudence of separate billinq. 

5. CUstomer, reaction to separate billing- must be obtained 
and considered. 

The ORA arg-ues that notice to customers is required in 
this investiqation because the result of A'1'&'r's action will be a 
rate increase: certainly by the LECs as they lose revenue from the 
takebaek and possibly by A'1'&T i~ it misjudqes the effects and costs 
of its takeback. Because the takeback could triqg-er a rate 
increase the Commission should not permit it without public notice • 

In addition to providinq time to g-ive notice to customers 
the ORA says that a continuance to September 15 is needed to permit 
it to test the assumptions underlying- A'1'&T's EXhibit 250 which, the 
ORA arques, are not supported by verifiable cost datar nor does 
the record support A'1'&T's assertion that separate billing- will be 
cost effectiver nor have the ORA data requests to PacBell and other 
LECs produced adequate cost information. The ORA states that it 
needs an additional 6· months to complete it~ discovery and 
analysis. The ORA points. out that delay will not impede AT&T's 
deployment progr~ as that proqr~ has been postponed to' late 1988 
at the earliest. 
Discussion 

The Commission's involvement in this proceeding- stems 
from its desire to protect customers rather than as part of an 
effort to deny the many changes wroug-ht by divestiture. Federal 
policy makers. in the Justice Department, Juc:1qe Greene and AT&T' 
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decided that divestiture, despite its costs, would be in the best 
interests of customers and the economy generally. Analysts and 
pundits will debate the wisdom of divestiture for years, and an 
informed consensus as to· its actual effects may ultimately emerge .. 
However, for now we cannot escape the conClusion that the federal 
choice to make AT&T an independent company subject to. competition 
for interLAXA services was a choice that could eventually lead to 
independent billinq of customers (just like the other stand-alone 
functions AX&T now performs that were formerly unified in the Bell 
System). CUrrently, AT&T's competitors each have the choice of 
reaching customers directly or throuqh LEe b1l1s, and they do 
choose the most attractive option .• 

50-, while diVestiture cUd not dictate the manner or 
timinq of AT&T's assumption of its own billinq, it did foreshadow 
that such a change could occur. However, we still retain fUll 
jurisdiction over AT&T's operations, and we will use this 
jurisdiction to protect customers • 

We do not believe a simple continuance of this matter to, 
september is adequate in order to. resolve the expense issues posed 
in this OII, nor do we believe that this proceeding should be 
prolonged unnecessarily regarding the fundamental question o.f 
whether AT&T should have the right to. render its own bills. The 
ORA request is based on a perceived need to obtain more detailed 
financial data from all telephone companies, and especiall,Y AT&T 
and PaCBell, and a need to. have custOmer input on the merits o.f 
separate billing. To determine the rate effect of the takeback on 
AT&T'S present revenues and expenses would be more an exercise in 
speculation than a reasoned decision based on an extrapolation of 
known costs. As to the LEes, the takeback can only cause them to 
request a rate increase; that call should be answered when it is 
placed. 

The question of customer reaction to. the billing takeback 
is equally important, especially the reaction o.f the residential I 
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customer, but, again, we see no need for turther evidence at this 
time. Under our proposed resolution ot the issue any customer that 
wants combined billing by the local carrier can obtain it. If AT&T 
is correct that there is a felt need for separate billing,. 
ratepayers will stampede to get on its mailing list. Certainly, 
this Commission will not stand in the way. And,. customers can 
choose not to use AX&T it they are dissatisfied for any reason 
(including billing): the incentive for AT&T is to treat its 
customers. well, which is also the commission's basic objective. 
For those who teel that $6 a year is too much to pay for the 
benefit ot a separate bill, there is a sate harbor. 

PUblic Utilities Code Section 453 provides: 
6(a) No'public utility shall, as to rates, 
charges, service, facilities, or in any other 
respect, make or qrant any preference or 
advantage to any corporation or person or 
subject any corporation or person to any 
prejudice or disadvantaqe. 6 

• • • 
6(0) No public utility shall establish or 
maintain any unreasonable difference as to 
rateS:, charges, sexvice, facilities, or in any 
other respect,. either as between localities or 
as between Q1assQs of service. 6 

One of the stated goals of Commission policy is 6to 
protect the interests of captive customers ot utilities' monopoly 
sexvices. 6 (CPUC 1988 Workplan, p. 51.) AX&T's current dominant 
position suggests that we pay caretul attention to the impacts its 
actions may have upon customers. While competitive choices are a 
tact, we should be sensitive to customers who, may be ill-informed 
as to their options. We should also recognize that the need for 
oversight of such AT&T functions as billing may diminish over time 
as competitive forces become the primary determinant in the 
interexchanqe market. For now, our primary concern is with the 
out":of-pocket cost to, the customer resulting from a separate bill 
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trom AT&T. It AX&T could avoid this cost, our concern would 
lessen. One method which might serve to lessen this concern is a 
bank automatic payment plan similar to the one used by Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company wbere PG&E sends a bill to the customer but 
receives payment trom an interbank funds transfer from the 
customer's bank account. 

In a companion order which we are issuing today in 
Phase II of AT&T's test year 1986 rate application A.8S-11-02'9, we. 
have authorized AX&T to place $9.1 million of development and 
deployment expenses associated with its CUstomer Service and 
Billing proqram into, an interest-bearing memorandum account to 
accrue interest to the date of full implementation of this program. 
AT&T should have the opportunity in this proceeding to come before 
us again and demonstrate the reasonableness of recovering these 
deferred expenses with accrued interest and adjusted by any savings 
it experiences from the take-back of the billing services now 
provided by the!LECs. AT&T should present its request after six 
months or more of actual experience with the full operation o,t the 
separa~e billing proqram, and ORA will be afforded the opportunity 
to review that request and make its further recommendations on this 
program at that time. It should be made clear that the only 
subject to- be held open for further review is the customer Service 
and Billing program and any reduced expenses associated with those 
services which result trom the takeback. 

On ~e DRA's other points: If separate billing negates 
the commission's partial disallowance of marketing and advertising 
expenses, then a further adjustment should be made in a future rate 
case where all of M&T's expenses can be reviewed. We believe it 
is reasonable to determine the appropriate level of expenses, in 
this instance" after the tact. Should AT&T go torward with its 
plan as moclified':Jy this decision, we believe the choice made, by 

customers will show the need for the plan better than any guess the 
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commission might hazard. The ORA also asked for a waiver of 
confidentiality under which AX&~ and pacBell submitted their data 
responsee and comments. Because of the view we take of this OII, 
that data need not be spread on this record-, and the DRA request is 
denied. 
findings .. of Fact 

1. The revenue impact on the small LECs of the AT&T billing 
plan cannot be known until the plan goes into effect and their 
contracts expire, not earlier than 1991. The revenue impact on 
PacBell and GTEC will be in excess of $45 million annually. 

2. The revenue impact of the AT&T billing plan on business 
and residential customers will range from $2 to $6 a year on each 
customer in the takeback, for a total California impact of 
$27,800,000 in additional costs. 

3. The estimated impact on AT&T from the implementation of 1 
its billing plan will be (i) a savings of $4 9.3 million annually, 
and (ii) better communication with its customers • 

4. AT&T has not proposed a rate reduction to coincide with 
the implementation of its billing plan. 

5. Resolution T-l1049 and Decision 86-11-079 have recognized 
that AT&T was planning a billing takeback and approved the revenue 
impacts taken by the resolution and decision,. but neither the 
resolution nor the decision approved the details of the takeback. 

6. A separate bill is superior to other alternatives when 
cost is not a consideration. When cost is considered, the AT&T 
plan may not not be the. best method ot communicating with a 
customer. 

7. By a companion order issued today in Phase II of 
A.85-11-029 we have authorized AT&T to defer $9.1 million of 
development and deployment expenses associated with its CUstomer 
Service and Billing proqram in a memorandum interest bearing 
account. 

S. It is reasonable to allow AT&T' to present further 
evidence in this proceeding on its expenses associated, with the 
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full deployment of its separate billing plan, as well as including 
the $~.1 million ot expenses and interest deterred from test year 
1986, together with any saving's it will experience trom the 
takeback of these services trom the LECs. 

9. No changes in rates are necessary until actual experience 
is gained from the full deployment of this program for reasonable 
period of time. 

10. We do not envision any significant adverse public 
reaction to the ~&T's takeback under the plan we have outlined. 
However, any Significant unforeseen public reaction will be known 
shortly after full deployment and can be dealt with at that time. 

11. There are no other separate versus combined billing' 
related matters that require discussion at this time. 
Conclusions or Uw 

1. The ORA motion for a continuance is denied~ 
2. It would be discriminato~and a violation of p~ Code 

§'4S3 for AX&1'to· ~plement the plan proposed' in its Exhibit 250 in, 
A.85-11-029. 

3. A takeback ~lan in conformance with this decision would 
be reasonable and n~ndiscriminatory. 

4. Guidelines more stringent than those imposed by this , 
order are not required should AX&T implement a billing takeback. ~ 
All LECs should give as much notice of the takeback as possible. 

S. No adjustment to M&T"s billing expenses is appropriate 
at this time. Any adjustment should await the introdUction of the 
actual plan to be implemented. 

6. New customers should be automatically billed by the LEe 
tor three months, after which the customer should be automatically 
switched to·~&T if his or her bill meets the threshold amount. 
CUstomers may switch between an LEe and AT&T' one time (not 
including the automatic switch) at no cost; each additional switch. 
should be at a reasonable charqe to be paid by the customer to the 
company losing the customer. 

- 17 -
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7. ~&T should not take back its billing and collection 
function from any LEC except upon terms which comply with 
Conclusion 6. 

s. With reasonable care by AT&T in the takebaek of its 
billing services in accordance with the guideline$ ot this order, 
adverse public reaction, if any, should be minimal. 

9. This proceeding should be held. open tor the purpose of 
allowing AT&T and DRA toconsid.er the rate impact of any add.itional 
expenses to be incurred by AT&T, inc~udinq the deferral of 
$9.1 million by a companion order today, as well as. the offsetting' 
savings resultinq from the takeback~ 

:r.r XS ORDERED that: 

1. ~&T Communications of california, Inc., for interstate 
and. inter~ buSiness and residence toll telecommunications 
services within the state of California shall not take baCk its 
billing and collection function from any local exchange telephone 
company except upon terms which comply with Conclusion 6, and upon 
approval of this Commission by advice letter filing. 

2'. AT&T shall arrange to provide at least 60 days' advance 
notice, included. with the loeal exchange telephone company bills, 
of any pending takebaek of billing services. This notice shall be I 
reviewed by the Commission's staff' (coordinated with the ~lic . 
Advisor'~ Office) prior to being mailed to customers. 

3. This investiqation will remain open tor the 'limited 
purpose of determin5 n g any revenue, expense, and rate ilnpacts to 
AT&T's california intrastate operations resulting from AT&T's full 
implementation of its separate billing program, ,SUch determination 
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shall be considered after six full months of operation of the 
separate ~illing program. 

'!'his order is. effective today .. 
Dated JUN 1 '1 1988 , at San Francisco,. CAlifornia .. 
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Decision ________ __ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STAT7E OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's) . 
own motion into the proposed separate ) 
billing plan ofAX&~ COMMUNICAXIONS ) 
OF CALIFORNIA, INC .. ,. a corporation,) /.[ .. 88-01-007' 
for interstate and interLA'l'A business) (Filect January 13, 1985) 
and residence toll telecommunications ) 
services wi thin the S:tate of ) 
california (t7 5002 C).. ) 

---------------------------------) 

AT&T Communications of Calif/0rnia (AT&T) has announced 
plans to initiate its own billing prpqr~ designed to bill some of 
its business and residence custome:ci directly. CUrrently AT&'r uses 
the tariffed or contract service cif California's local exchange 
telephone companie; (LECs), who~rovide local message and intraLATA 
toll telephone service, and who/include bills for AT&T's interLATA 
and interstate message toll sefrvice in the same envelope with their 
monthly bills. Because direcit billing by AT&T will impact the 

I 
LECs, their customers, and fT&T'S customers this investiqation was 
opened. / 

The OIl noted three areas of concern:' 
1. The revenue im"paet on LEes. There are 22 LECs in 

california, all.of whO~ may lose revenue if they no longer provide 
I 

billing service tor AX&'I'. The commission needs information on that 
revenue impact. / 

2. The impact, revenue or otherwise, on business and 
residence telephon' customers~ Most AX&T customers today receive 
one combined bill!' tor basic local message, intraLATA, interI..AtA, 
interstate, and~international telephone service. This combined 
bill allows them to- examine their overall telephone usage' at one 
time each month, and pay the entire bill with one check mailed in 
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/'/ 
one envelope or delivered to the local office or bi~~ payment 
center of the LEC. / 

3. The costs, benefits, and other impact~on AT&T resultinq . . . /. from the proposed b1ll1nq program. It 1S uncerta1n whether AT&T's 
I 

expenses will increase or decrease as a res~lt of its billing 
takebi:lck. In either case revenues will b~ffeeted. 

The Commission also souqht answers to, the following 
questions: (1) whether this commission/should adopt quidelines for 

. ,. I 
the bl.l11ng of se~ces that cut across customers of LEes and 
AT&Ti (2) whether or to what extent ;frevious Commission decisions 
have ratified or incorporated the past or projected impacts of 
AT&T's separate billing for its se"fvicesi (3) whether i:lny 
adjustment to ~&T's billing e~nse is appropriate; (4) whether 
separate billing can or Should~e made optional to customers who 
may desire separate bills frorr!AT&Ti (5) whether a separate bill is 
superior to other alternative~ for use by AT&T to communicate with 
its customers;" and (6) whetl/er there are other separate versus 
combined billing related mitters and/or customers' concerns which 
may arise durinq the cours'e of this investigation for either AT&T'''s 
or the LECs.' services. I 

In response to the OII, AT&T, the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (T1:1RN), and all 
LEes filed comments o~the issues raised and questions asked by the 
Commission. A prehearinq conference was held where the matter was 

I 
discussed and where;the DRA made a motion for a continuance and 
other relief. Before considering the DRA's motion it will be 

I .' 
helpful to set f0

7
r.th the parties' response to the issues and 

q\1estions aSked. 
1. %he Revenue Impact on LECfi 

with the exception of Pacific Bell (PacBell) and GTE 
/ 

california, (G'rEC) the position of the LECs is similar. All, 
except West C~st, join in PacBell's billing and collection (B&C) 
Tariff No. 1 is-T and use the same tariff rates. as PacBell'I in which 

/ 
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they pool their B&C revenue and costs including a common return on 
their investment. Because of this pooling no LEC (other than 
PacBell and GTEC) receives any contribution to margin. None of 
these LECs expect AT&T's takeback to occur,. as to them, prior to 
1991 and perhaps later, and,. therefore, they assert there is no 
potential revenue effect from AT&T'S current plan for a separate 
billing system: any revenue effeet can only be known when the 
takebaek occurs. 

GTEC states that its 1987 B&C after tax revenue is $6.8 
million dollars, and that it expects minimal revenue impact between 
1988 and 1990. It does, however, foresee a potential reduction in 
revenue and cost after 1990. 

PacBell has:by far the largest potential loss of all the 
LECs. It asks confidentiality for its aetual revenues and expenses 
related to B&C, a request we shall grant. In its response 

, 

PacBell has stated th~Lt the takeback in 1987 will require a revenue 
adj'ustlnent of approxinLately $3.8 million and in 1988 approximately 
$40 million. Future :s'ears' impact may even be greater. 

The revenue impact on the LECs from a B&C takeback may be 
in excess of an annual $45 million contribution to margin. AT&T 
has presented no evidence that there will be a concomitant 
reduction' in its revenue requirement and, to the contrary, has 
requested that the commission not adjust its rates. 

2. The Revenue :tmpact on Business 
and Residential customers 

Other than the reduced revenue to be suffered by the LECs 
when the takeback occurs, which will be offset by anticipated rate 
increases, no LEC ventured to assess the impact on business and 
residential customers. Only one telephone user appeared--the 
County of Los Angeles--which opposed the takeback and asserted that 
its costs would increase substantially: at least two additional 
clerks, with associated overhead, would be required to process the 
separate AX&T bill. The Los Angeles county representative also 
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said that he was a director of the Telecommunication Association, 
a trade qroup of 2,200 members, and that that qroupl'also has grave 
concerns about AT&T's separate billing. ' / 

The revenue impact upon residential and business 
customers depends upon the assumptions made. ~T&T estimates that 
in 1989 it will have saved through its bill~9 system $49,300,000 

at a cost to its customers of $14,200,000~ Those numbers, which 
were not tested on this record, assumed ari additional 25¢ postaqe 

I '1' and 16¢ average cheek charge for each customer who W1 1 rece1ve two 
telephone bills under the takeback. ~ 

We have done our own computation under the following 
assumptions (assumptions l, 2,t a~ are derived from AT&T's 
Exhibit 250 in A.SS-l1-029): 

l. lO,OOO,OOO potent'al AT&T customers in 
california. / 

2. 5,3.00,000 of thOse customers will be billed 
directly bYZT and have two telephone 
bills • 

3. 1,000,000 0 the 5.3 million will be billed 
quarterly., / 

4. Postage wfll be 2S¢ and average check 
charqes w'ill be 25¢. 

I 
4,300,000 customers :Ie SO¢ per month x. 12 months - $25,800,000 
1,000,000 customers x SOC per month x 4 months - 2.000,000 

/ $27,800,000 

Regardle/s of which cost to the ratepayer is used,. AT&T'::" 
I $ . $14,200,000 or our 27,800,000, the costs are h1gh. Over 4.3 

million customerJ will be paying an extra $6 a year and over 1 

million customets will be paying an extra $2 a year to receive a 
separate bill from AT&T. A1'&T has not offered to reduce rates upon 
ilnPlelDentation' ot its program. Nor <10 those costs include the cost 
to AT&T's cu~omers from increases in LEe rates to cover reduced 
revenue caU~d by the takeback. Increases in LEe rates,. if any, 
cannot be ~ter.mined until after the takeback occurs and current 
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• contracts expire. only then will we know how many custoL are 
beinq billed. by ~&T, how many remain with the LEes, /nd. the terms 
of new aqreements between AX&T and the LECs.. It io/'pparent that 
no immediate LEe rate increase or revenue shortfal~ will occur as 
the direct result of AT&T'S beqinninq to bill cuttomers directly. 
Concerns about such an. impact were a primary ~ivation for the 

I 

• 

Commission to initiate this investiqation. The Commission will 
have the opportunity to manaqe any rate or;/evenue impaets as they 
occur, in the same way that the revenue im;pacts o.f the takebacks 

I that have occurred to date have been ma qed. 
3. The XlIpacj; on' AT&t" 

No party, other than AT&T, ommented on the impact of the 
takeback on AT&T. The DRA said it eeds more time and information 
to. make an informed analysis. AT,! asserts that it entered into 
its customer service and billinq»roqr~ as a reasonable market 
response to the conditions prev&ilinq at and beyond divestiture to· 
achieve two. complementary objecfives: to. contro.l expense and 
achieve cost-efficiencies; and to. satisfy the diverse needs o.f its 

I . 1 C· customers. AT&T conducted buslness case ana yses ln 1983 and 
19S5) which demonstrated ~t it would achieve significant 
nationwide cost i.:"yo.idance /y implementinq an internal billinq 
system, compared to rely~q exclusively on LEe billing and 
collection services. I'll an analysis o.f the 198·7-89 period in 
california, ~&T asse~ that its billing proqram would be more 
cost effective than a;baseline alternatiVe o.f January 198& tariffed 
LEe rates adjusted. far inflation, and that the costs avoided by 

I 
AX&T far exceed in;::r, ental customer expense for postage and 
checkwriting. 

In add it on to. Co.st avcidance, AT&T's program provides 
for direct conta~ with, and accountability tor support o.f, its own 
customers, which it says is a co.mmonplace occurrence in any 
business, and c rtainly the norm in the long distance industry, 
where ~&T's piincipal competitor$ perform their own billinq and 
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/ 
collection functions. By performinq its own billinq, ~&t expects 
to offer such innovations as an i~proved fo~at, quarteflY billing 
frequency, and a combined bill for long distance se~ces and 
equipment leases. It ~aintains that its custo~er;research 
demonstrates the high degree of satisfaction cu7tOmers have founa 
by interacting with these and other capabilities o·f AT&T's system.. 
It will not have to be constrained by non-st~dard and incompatible 
LEC systems to ~eet its own customer requir~ents for billing. 

/ 

AT&T and its custo~ers will also benefit;from the more rapid 
deployment of billing for new AT&T serv;rces, optional calling 
plans, and coordinated introductions of those services. 

It further states that it ~s made reasonable 
I 

accommodations that recognize the efficiencies of LEC billing for 
low volume users and that provid~ppropriate revenue support to, 
LECs consistent with :market realfties. In 1986, AT&T and PacBell 
entered into a Specialized servJice Arrangement facilitating the 
introduction of ~&T's directjbilling capability for AT&T' long 
distance service and the continued provision of PacBell billing and 
collection services tor lOw/volUllle toll users. In approving 
PacBell's advice letter fiaing substituting this five-year contract 
for previously tariffed ~anqements, the Commission concurred in 
the recommendations of ~CBell and the Commission's Evaluation and 
Compliance Division ~t the proposed rates and conditions of the 
Specialized Service Atrangement were just, reasonable', and 
consistent with marklt realities. (Resolution T-ll049, June 2S, 

I 
1986.) DUe to the FCC's detariffing of interstate LEe billing and 
collection service~ as of January l, 1987, AT&~'s relationships 
with all LECs for/thOSe services are also governed by contracts 
with reasonable rates and conditions consistent with market 
realities. 
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4. Should the commission Adopt 
GgiOelines-tQr Billing Services? 

None of the responders recommend any guidelines or other 
procedures covering billing services. The ORA recommends that the 
LECs give as much advance notice as possible if separate billing is 
implemented by AT&T. This request is reasonable. 

5. Have Commi ssion Decisions Rati~ied 
or XDcoxporated the Past or Projected 
Xlmacts of AT&rs separp.te BilliM Elan? 

Responders referred to tw~ Commission actions regarding 
AT&T's. separate billinq plan. By Resolution T-ll049, in 19a&, the 
commission approved the five-year PacBell-~&T Specialized Service 
Arrangement, which set forth the prices, terms, and conditions for 
conversion of customer accounts to AX&T's billing system, for 
PacBell's billing of AT&T"s customers, and for the transfer of 
customer accounts between the two billing systems. Later, in 
A.85-11-029 AX&T showed that the impact of the Specialized service 
Arranqement resulted in a reduction of AT&T's 1986 Test Year 
expenses by $20.~ million, which the Commission adopted in 
D.a6-11-079. Despite the clear opportunity to do· so, the 
Commission chose not to- interfere with AT&T's plan to assume a 
major portion of its own billing. 

6. Is Any Adjustment to- AT&T's 
Jilling Expenses Appropriate? 

AT&T' says no; all the LECs have no- opinion; and the ORA. 
and TURN say yes. As discussed below, the ORA requests a 
continuance to September lS, 1988 during which t~e it will pursue 
discovery to qet reliable cost i~or.mation. We, however, do not 
believe that this OXI is the proper vehicle to consider adjusting 
AT&T's billing expenses. First, there is. no test year in which to
weigh revenue and expense.. To take one item and consider it in a 
vacuum is not the best way to set rates. Second, AT&T has not 
implemented its takeback program, therefore, we have no hard 
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numbers on which to base an adj ustment. Third, our view of the 
takeback program is much different from AT&T's and may cause 
substantial changes in its program. and costs _ We will require· 
that AT&T" file an advice letter prior to implementing its program 
at which time we can decide whether to adjust rates, considering 
the program alone, or wait for a future rate case. But no matter 
how the matter is handled, the DRA has ample authority under the PU 
Code to· request and receive any information it needs without 
delaying this proceeding further. 

7. Should Separate BUls. be :Made an 
Option at tbe Election of the 
customer? 

~&T plans to take back billing for all residential 
customers with monthly toll charges of $S or more and all business 
customers with monthly toll charges of $10 or more. Those 
customers who now receive a separate bill for their lease of AT&T 
telephone products. will be billed :by AT&T for toll service even 
though they do not meet the minimum amount. And for customers who 
will :be receiving ~&T bills but whose toll usage is $8 or less per 
month, AT&T will offer the option of quarterly :billing- AT&T' 
asserts it now has over 600,000 business accounts and over 9 
million residence accounts in california. Of those accounts the 
LECs will continue to· serve 1/'3- of the business accounts and 47% of 
the residence accounts. The balance will eventually be billed 
directly by AT&T'. AT&T estimates that if the quarterly 1:>illing 
threshold for long distance services is set at $8 monthly, almost 
one million AT&T customers in california will qualify for this 
option. 

Under the AT&T plan, in 1989, assuming 25¢ postage and 
25¢ average cost to write a' check, residential customers who, have a 
$5 monthly toll bill will pay an additional SO¢ a month to- receive 
a telephone bill directly from AT&T. It they exercise the 
quarterly option, their postage and check cost will be reduced by 
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67%, but if their toll bill is $8 per month, they must pay the 50¢. 
This, to us, is unreasonaDle unless the customer is given the 
option to choose to be billed by the LEe. 

The OIl has posed the question whether separate bills 
should be at the option of the customer. AT&T says it plans to 
offer the option to customers who would otherwise remain with the 
LECs~ customers in the takeback would not have the option. PacBell 
has no recom:mendation and the other LECS, oppose on the ground that 
switching by customers between AX&T and the LEes will ~e ~oth 
confusing and costly. There is no evidence in the record from 
which we can conclude that customers not billed separately ~y AT&T' 
will or will not choose to be billed by AT&T', but the economics of 
the situation could influence customers to choose not t~ be s~ 
billed. 

AT&T's option plan is a one-way option. customers whose 
use is below the takeback level would be given the option of being 
billed by AX&T, but customers who are within the takeback group 
could not opt out_ In our opinion, the option shOUld work in ~oth 
directions. CUstomers in the original takeback should have the 
option to be billed by their local telephone company, and those 
customers, at any level of u5ag'e, who desire to, be billed by AT&T 
could so choose.. There is no hard data in the record upon which to 
determine whether the LECs would incur increased costs because of 
this ability to move between companies, but in our judgment the 
lion's share of switching would be from AT&T to the LECs, thereby 
benefiting the LECs. Switching at the customers' option could be 
done once without charge~ thereafter at a reasonable charge to the 
customer paid to the telephone company losing the customer. When a 
new customer begins service, the customer would be automatically 
billed by the LEC tor three months, after which the customer would 
be automatically switched to AT&T upon meeting the threshold 
amount; after having some experience with AT&~'S billing the 
customer COUld, without charge, request to be billed solely by its, 
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LEC. However, if this market is as competitive as is alleged by 
AT&T, customers should reap some of the benefits of AT&T's cost 
savings in terms of lower rates, better service, or even discounts 
for receiving a direct bill. These are SOme of the potential 
advantages that could develop to offset the obvious additional 
costs of receiving two bills instead of one. 

8.. Is a separate Bill SUperior to 
other AaternAtives? 

AT&T' thinks it is. PacBell states it has conducted no 
studies on the point and, therefore,. has no comxnent. GTEe believes 
that it is more effective and the other LECs have no opinion. 

AX&T asserts that a separate bill will provide its 
Ncustomers with the ability to communicate directly with the 
company that not only provides their inter~A services, but also 
renders their bills, responds to questions concerning those bills, 
and receives payment for those services. A separate AT&T bill 
provides direct customer contact and a continual and frequent means 
to communicate information effectively in response to customer 
needs. MoreOVer, AT&T's carefully designed customer bill--which 
clearly states what AX&T services were used, what calls were made 
over what period of ttme, what the charges are, and what remittance 
amount is expected--will provide a superior communication of such 
information to AX&T customers than is possible when AT&T billing 
data is commingled with LEe billing data.* 

In our opinion, w1thout considering cost, a separate bill 
is superior to- other methods for AX&T to communicate with its 
customers. AT&T can use the billing envelope 12 times a year to 
include marketing information that otherwise would require a 
separate nailins and would be less likely to be reaa. But costs 
must be considered; AT&T, itself, does not want to separately bill 
its customers when it is not cost effective for both AT&T' and the 
customer. When costs are considered, especially the cost to the 
residential customer, it is our opinion that those costs, in most 
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instances, outweigh any benefit that might be received by a 
customer through a separate bill. AT&T always has the option of a 
separate mailing t~ its customers to inform them of new products, 
rates, etc. 

9. .Are there' other Separate versus 
Combined, BUlinq Related Matters 
and/or customer CODCer.ns ~or 
Either AT&T' or LEe services? 

GTEC points out that there is an onqoing problem that 
customers experience in having to deal with multiple companies in 
meeting their telecommunications needs, but this is an industry
wide' problem, not one caused by, nor cured by, the takeback. Evans 
Telephone Co., capay Valley Telephone System, and Siskiyou 
Telephone C~. expect that there will be some customer inconvenience 
and an increase in A'I'&T'S bad debt experience because of separate 
billing. Confusion will arise when ~&T institutes toll blocking 
for nonpayment of its bill, while local service and incoming toll 
service continue. But, because of shortness of tilne, the most 
ilnportant group which could address this particular question--the 
telephone customer--was not heard. This lacuna was emphatically 
stressed by the DRA. However, the business of satisfying its 
customers is most directly that of AT&T's; also" it is difficult to 
gauge the impact of events that have yet to occur. It is not clear 
how customer reaction could be 'meaningfully assessed at this tilne. 

10'. The DBA Position 
The DRA says that more information is needed before the 

questions posed in this OIl can be satisfactorily addressed and 
that comments from telephone customers should be solicited. The 
DRA, therefore" recommends that the date for filinq responses be 
extended to September lS, 1988 and that all customers be notified 
of this 011 by bill insert .. 

In its response the DRA asserts, among other things, 
that: 
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/ 
1. AT&T's billing and collection expenses must be adjusted 

in an amount to be recommended after the DRA~$ completed its 
investigation. ,( _ . 

~. The costs of optional separate~. illing are not determined 
and could prove to be unreasonable. 1'_ 

3. Separate billing may neqatejthis Commission's [partial] 
disallowance of marketing and advertising expenses. 

4. There is insufficient ev~ence in the record to determine 
the prudence of separate billin9~ 

s. CUstomer reaction to· leparate billing must be obtained· 
and considered. / 

The ORA argues that/notice to customers is required in 
I 

this investigation because the result ofAX&T's action will be a 
rate increase: certainly try the LEes as they lose revenue from the 
takeback and possibly by iT&T if it m.isjudges the effects and costs 

• f • of 1ts takeback. Because the takeback could tr1gger a rate 
increase the commission/shoUld not permit it without public notice • 

In addition/t~ providinq time to give notice to customers 
the ORA says that a continuance to September 15 is needed to' permit 
it to test the ass~/tions underlying AT&T's Exhibit. 250 which, the 
ORA argues, are not supported by verifiable cost ,data; nor does 
the record support ~&T's assertion that separate billing will be 
cost effective; nor have the ORA data requests to PacBell and other 
LEes produced adJquate cost information. The DRA states that it 
needs an additi~al & months to complete its discovery and 

I 

analysis. The fRA points out that delay will not imped.e AT&T"s 
deployment pro.gram. as that proqram has been postponed 'to late 1988 

at the earlieit. 
Uiscgssion ) . 

W do not believe a continuance to September is needed in 
order. to r~olve the issues posed in this 011. The DRA request is 
based on a/perceived need to obtain more detailed financial data 
from alitelephone companies, And especiAll;r A:r&T' and PAcBell, An<l 
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1. AX&T's billinq and collection expenses must be adjusted 
in an amo~t to be recommended after the DRA has completed its 
investigation. 

2. The costs of optional separate billing are not determined 
and could prove to· be unreasonable. 

3. Separate billing may neqate this Commission's (partial) 
disallowance ot marXetinq and advertisinq expenses. 

4. There is insufficient evidence in the record to determine 
the prudence of separate billinq .. 

5. customer reaction to separate billinq must be obtained 

and considered. 
'l'he DRA. argues. that notice to customers is required in 

this investigation because the result of M&T" s action will be a 
rate increase: certainly by the LEes as they lose revenue from the 
takeback and possibly by AX&T it it misjudges the effects and costs 
of its takeback. Because the takeback could trigger a rate 
increase the Commission Should not permit it without public notice. 

In addition to providinq time to give notice to customers 
the DRA says that a continuance to september lS is needed to- permit 
it to test the assumptions underlying AT&T's Exhibit 2'50 which, the 
DRA argues, are not supported by veriti~le cost data; nor does 
the record support AT&T"s assertion that separate billing: will be 

cost eftective; nor have the DRA data requests to· PacBell and other 
LECs produced adequate cost intormation. The DRA. states that it 
needs an additional 6 months to complete its discovery and 
analysis. Tbe DRA. points out that delay will not impede A1'&'1"'s 
deployment proqramas that program bas been postponed to late 1988 
at the earliest • 

. Discussion 
The Commission's involvement in this proceeding stems 

from its. desire tc> protect customers rather than as part ot an 
etfort to deny the many changes wrought by divestiture •. Federal 
policy lDakers in the Justice Department, Judge Greene .and. AT&T-. 
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a need to have customer input on the merits of ~rate billinq • 
~his OIX is not a rate case ana we see no, pu~se to turn it into 
one. To aetermine the rate effect of the t~eback on A~&T~s 
revenues and expenses would be more an ex~cise in speculation than 
a reasoned aecision based on an extrapo~tion ot known costs. As 

I to the LECs, the takeback can only ca~e them to request a rate 
increase: that call should be answerea when it is placed. 

I 
The question of customer;reaction to the ~illing takeback 

is tmportant, especially the reaction of the residential customer, 
but, again, we see no need for ~'rther evidence at this time. 
'Onder our proposed resolution ~ the issue any customer that wants 
combined. billing by the local/carrier can obtain it.. If AT&T is 
correct that there is a tel~need for separate billing, ratepayers 
will stampede to get on itl mailing list. certainly, this 
Commission will not stan~in the way. And, customers can choose 
not to use AT&T if they are dissatisfied for any reason (including 
billing'); the incentive/for AT&~ is to. treat its customers well, 
which is also the commiSSion'S basic objective. For those who feel 
that $& a year is tod much to pay for the benefit of a separate 
bill, there is a sa~ harbor. 

Public Ut'ilities Code Section 453 provides: 
W(a) NO/PubliC utility shall, as to rates, 
charge~Aservice, facilities, or in any other 
respect, make or grant any preference or 
advan,tage to any corporation or person or 
subject any corporation or person to any 
pridice or disadvantage. H 

* 'It * 
Wee) No public utility shall establish or 
maintain any unreasonable difterence as to 

;r:ates, charges, service, facilities, or in any 
other respect, either as between localities or 
as :between classes of service. W 

One of the stated goals of commission policy is Wto 
protect the interests of captive customers of utilities' monopoly 
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,.--' 
decided that divestiture, despite its costs, would be in the bes;t~ 

/ 
interests of customers and the economy generally. Analysts and 
pundits will debate the wisdom of divestiture for years, and/an 

/ 
informed consensus as to its actual effects may ultimatelY emerge. 

/ 
However, for now we cannot escape the conclusion that the federal 
choice to make AX&T an independent company subject to/competition 

/ 
for inter~A services was a choice that could eventually lead to 

" independent billinq of customers (just-like the other stand-alone 
functions ~&T now performs that were formerl~ified in the Bell 
System). CUrrently, .AT&T"s competitors ea~have the choice of 
reaching customers directly or thrOU;;h LEe bills, lUld they do 
choose the most attractive option. 

So, While divestiture did not ~ietate the manner or 
timing of .AT&T's assumption of its 0 billing, it did foreshadow 

/ 
that such a change could occur. However, we still retain full 
jurisdiction over AT&T's operations/ and we will use this 
jurisdietion to protect customers~ 

We do not believe a corittnuance to-September is needed in 
order to resolve the issues PO~d in this OIl. The DRA request is 

I 
based on a perceived need to obtain more detailed financial data 
~X'om all telephone companies! and especially AT&T' and Pac:Bell, and 
a need to have customer input on the merits of separate billinq. 
This OIl is not a rate ca~ and we see no purpose to turn it into 

I 

one. To determine the rate effect ot the takebaek on AT&T's 
revenues and expenses wduld be more an exercise in speculation than 

I . 
a reasoned decision baaed on an extrapolation of known costs. As 

I 
to the LEes, the takeback can only cause them to request a rate 

I 
increase; that call/shOuld be answered wben it is placed. 

'rhe question ot customer reaction to- the billing takeback 
I 

is important, especially the reaction of the residential customer, 
but, aqain, we s~ no- need for further evid.ence ,at this tilne. 
'Onder our propos'ec1 resolution 0", the issue any customer that wants 
combiDed jiri;'by the local carrier can obtain it. Xf AT&l' is 
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/_. 
correct that there is a ~el t need ~or separate billinq, ratepayers 
will stampede to qet on its mailinq list... certainly, this" 

/ Commission will not stand in the way.. And,. customers can choose 
not to· use AT&T it they are dissatistied for any reaso'n (including' 

/ 
billinq)~ the incentive tor AZ&T is t~ treat its customers well,. 

I 
which is also the Commission's basic objective. ~or those who feel 
that $6 a year is too much to pay tor the benet'i t of a separate 
bill, there is a sate harbor. / 
, Public Utilities. Code Section 45~rovides: . / 

M(a) N~ public ut~litr shall, as to rates, 
charges, service, tac lities,jOr in any other 
respect, make or qrant an¥, pre terence or 
advantaqe to any corporatl.oxr or person or 
subject any corporation or/:Person t~ any 

,::~jU::~:i~:21 establish or 
maintain any unreasonable difference as t~ 
rates, charqes, serv~ce, facilities, or in any 
other respect, either as between localities or 
as between classe~ot service .. • 

One of the statectqoals of Commission policy is -to 
I 

protect the interests ot captive customers of utilities' monopoly 
I 

services.M (CPtTC 1.988' Workplan, p .. 51 .. ) AT&T's current dominant 
position suqqests that /'/'e pay careful attention to the impacts its 
actions may have upon rustomers.. While competitive choices are a 
tact,. we should be sensitive t~ customers wh~ may be ill-informed 
as to their optionsJ' We should also recognize that the need tor 
oversight of such Af&T functions as billing may diminish over time 
AS competitive forbes'become the primary determinAnt in the 

I 

interexcha.nge market. For now, our primary concern is with the 
I 

out-of-pocket cost to-the customer resulting trom, a sepArate bill 
I 

from AT&T. It ?&T' could avoid this eost" our concern would 
lessen. One m.ethod which miqht serve to lessen this concern is A 

t 
bank automati : payment plan s1m1lar to the one used. by Pacific Gas 
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• I' • servlces. N (CPOC 1988 Workplan, p. 51.) AT&T's current domlnant 
position suggests that. we pay careful attention to,/th'e impacts its 
actions may have upon customers. While competitive choices are a 
fact, we should be sensitive to customers who ma/ be ill-informed 
as to their options. We should also recognize/that the need for 
oversight of such AT&T functions as billing~ay diminish over time 
as competitive forces bacome the primary determinant in the 
interexchange market. For now, our prim~ concern is with the 

/ 
out-of-pocket cost to the customer resu1ting from a separate bill 

f ul 
. . / from AT&T. I AT&T co d avold thls cost, our concern would 

lessen. One method which might se~ to lessen this concern is a 
bank automatic payment plan similal to, the one used by Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company where PG&E ~nds a bill to the customer but 

. . I recelves payment from an lnterbank funds transfer from the 
customer's bank account. / 

On the ORA's othe;!points: If separate billing negates 
the Commission's partial d~llowance of marketing and advertising 
expenses, then a further ~justment should be made in a future rate 
case. There is no· Cf)liCkl economical way to get sufficient 
information to judge th~ prudence of AT&T's action prior to its 
placing its plan in e~ect and noting the consequences. PrUdence, 
in this instance, siouldbe determined after the fact. Should 
~&T go forward witi its plan as modified by this decision, we 
believe the choic,!made by customers will show the need for the 
plan batter than ~y guess the Conunission might hazard. The ORA. 
also asked for afwaiver of confidentiality under which AX&T and 
PacBell submi ttkd their data responses and comments.. Because of 

I 
the view we take of this OIl, that data need not be spread on this 

I 
record, and the. DRA request is denied. 
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Findings of lact 
l. The revenue impact on the small?: LEs f the AT&T billing 

plan cannot be known until the plan goes into effect and their 
contracts expire~ not earlier than 1991. T e revenue impact on 
PacBell and GTEC will be in excess of $4S/£illion annually. 

2. The revenue impact of the A'1'&;1billing plan on business 
and residential customers will range f~m $2 to $6 a year on eacn 
customer in the takeback, for a tot:(l california impact of 
$27,800,000 in additional costs. 

3. The ilupaet on AT&T in th implementation of its billing 
plan will be (i) a savings of $49/3 :million annually, and 
(ii) better communication with ~ts customers. 

4. AT&T has not proposedia rate reduction to coincide with 
the implementation of its bilJtlnq plan. 

5-. Resolution '1'-l1049 land Decision 86-l1-079 have recognized 
that AT&T was planning a billing takeback and approved the revenue 
impacts taken by the resolJtion and decision, but neither the 
resolution nor the decisi~n approved the details of the takeback. 

6. A separate bili is superior to other alternatives when 
cost is not a considerat'ion. When cost is considered, the AT'&'1' 
plan may not not be th' best method of communicating with a 
customer. / 

7. There are no other separate versus combined billing 
related matters that require discussion. 

Conclusions of Lot 
1. The ORA motion for a continuance is denied. 
2. It wou d, be discriminatory and a violation of PO' Code 

§ 45-3 for AT&T/io, implement the plan proposed in its Exhibit zso in 
A.85-11-029. ' 

3'. A taJcebaek plan in conformance with this decision would 
be reasonabl~ and nondiscriminatory • 
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.. . 

and Electric Company where PG&E sends a bill to the customer but 
receives payment from an interbank funds transfer from· the I • • /..-

customer's bank account. ~ 
On the DRA's other points: If separate billinq neqates 

the Commission's partial disallowance of marketinq and a~rtisinq 
expenses, then a fUrther adjustment should be :made in /tuture rate 
case. There is no quick, economical way to qet sutt~ent 
information to judge the prudence ofAX&T's actio~prior to its 
placing its plan in effect and notinq the conse~ences. Prudence, 
in this instance, should be determined atte~the fact. Should 
M'&T go forward with its plan as modified. b{ this decision, we 
believe the choice made by customers wil~hOW the ~eed tor the 
plan better than any guess the comm.issi,cfn might hazard. The DRA 

/ 

~lso· asked for a waiver of contidentia~ity under which AT&T and 
PacBell submitted their data respon-'s and comments. Because ot 
the view we take ot this OIl, thatldata need not be spread on this 

/ 
record, and the DRA request is denied. 

Findings of lAert / 
1. The revenue impact;on the small LECs ot the AT&T· billinq 

plan cannot be known until ,the plan qoes into effect and their 
contracts expire, not earllier than 1991. The revenue impact on 
PacBell and GTEC will be;lin excess of $4S million annually. 

2. 'lhe revenue ~mpact ot the AT&T billing plan on busi.ness 
and residential eusto~ers will range from $2 to $6 a year on each 
customer in the takeb'ack, tor a total california impact ot' , 
$27,800,000 in aclc1±tional costs. 

/ 
3. The impact on AT&T in the implementation of its billinq 

plan will be (iVa savinqs of $49.3 million annually, and 
(ii) better communiCAtion with its customers .. 

4. AT&rsi has not proposed a rate reduction to· coincide with. 
the imPlemen~tion o~ its. billing plan. 

/ 5. Resolution ~-11049 and Decision 86-11-079' have recoqnizecl 
/ 

that U&j va .. plam!.iDq " billing' takel>aclt and "pprovecl the revenue 
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4. Guidelines should not be imposed should AT&T i~lement a 
billing takeback. All LEes should give as much notic~of the 
takeback as possible. ~ 

5. No adjustment to AT&T's billing expense~is appropriate 
at this tilne. A:ny adjustment should await the /ntroduction ot the 
actual plan to be implemented. ~ 

6.. New customers should be automatica1.ly billed by the LEC 
for three months, after which the custome~should be automatically 
switched to AT&T· it his or her bill mee~ the threshold amount. 
CUstomers may switch between its LEC ana AT&T one time at no cost; 
each additional switch should be at ';reaSOnable charge to be paid 
l:>y the customer to the company losix"g the. customer .. 

7 ... AT&T should not take back'its. billing and collection 
function trom any LEC except upo~terms which comply with 
Conclusion 6. ! 

1/ 
9RQ.ER 

/ 
X~ IS ORDERED that: 

l.. AX&T communieat~bns of california, Inc., tor interstate 
and interLATA business atfd residence toll telecommunications 
services within the staie of california shall not take back its 
billing and colleetio~tunetion trom any local exchange telephone 
company except upon ~:r::ms which comply with Conclusion 6, and. upon 

I 
approval of this ~~SSion by advice letter filing. 
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/' 
impacts taken by the resolution and decision, but neithe;/the 
resolution nor the ae~ision approved the details o~ th~takeback. 

6. A separate bill is superior to other alte~ives when 
cost is not a consideration. When cost is considered~ the AT&T' 
plan may not not be the best method o~ communicating' with a 
customer. / 

7.. There are no other separate ve7SUS ombined billing
related matters that require discussion. 
Conclusions of Lay 

1. The DRA motion ~or a continuan~e is denied. 
2. It would be discriminatory eid a violation of· PO Code 

§ 453 tor AX&~ to implement the Plazvlproposed in its Exhibit 250 in 
A.8S-11.-029. /. 

3. A takeback plan in conformance with this decision would 
I' 

be reasonable and nondiscr~~tory. 
I 

4. Guidelines should not be imposed should AT&T implement a 
billing takeback. All LECs ~oUld. q1 ve as :much notice of the 
takeback as possible. /1 

SO. No adjustment ;0 AT&T-'s billing expenses is appropriate 
at this time.. Any adjustxnent should await the introduction ot the 

I -
actual plan. to be implemented. 

6. New customefs should. be automatically billed by the LEC 
, I 

for three months, after which the customer should be automatically 
switched to AT&T- it his or her bill meets the threshold amount. 
customers may s~t.ch between its LEe and AT&T one time at no- cost: 
each additional switch should be at a reasonable charge to be paid 

by the custo~e:r. to the company losing' the . customer. 
7 •• AT& should not take back its billinq and collection 

function tro any LEe except upon terms which comply with' 

Conclusion J.. 
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• 2. 'l'his investiqation is terminated. 
This order is effective today_ 
Dated , at san. Francisco, California. 
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o]t D B R 

rr IS ORDERED that: / 

~/( I 

/. 

1. AT&T' Communications of California, Inc. ~or interstate 
and inter~A business and residence toll telecommunications 
services within the state of california shall Jl~t take back its 

I 
billinq and collection function from any loc~l exchange telephone 
company except upon terms which comply wi~conclusion &, and upon 
approval of this Commission by advice let~r filing-

/ 
2. This investigation is terminated. 

This order is effective todai. 
Dated ! at San Francisco, California • 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
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full deployment of its separate billing plan, as well as including 
the $9.1 ,million of expenses and interest deferred fromtes~year 

/ 
1986" together with any savings it will experience from- tbG 

takeback of these services from the LECs. 
9. No changes in rates are necessary until ac al experience 

is gained from the full deployment of this program or reasonable 
period of time. 

10. We do not envision any significant ad erse public 
reaction to the ~&T's takeback under the pla we have outlined. 
However, any significant unforeseen public action will be known 
shortly after tull deployment and can be alt with at that time. .~ 

11. There are no other separate ve sus combined b-illing V"' 
relatea matters that require discussio at this time. I 
COnclusions of Lay 

1 •. The ORA motion tor a cont nuance is denied. 
2. It would be discriminat and a violation of PU Code 

§ 453 lan proposed in its Exhibit 250 in 
A.8S-11-029. 

3. A takeback plan in onformance with this decision would 
be reasonable andnondiscr inatory. 

4. Guidelines shou i:1 not be imposed should AT&T implement a 
billing takeback. All Cs should give as much notice of the 
takeback as possible. 

S. No adjustm t to ~&T's billing expenses is appropriate 
at this time. Any djustment should await the introduction of the 
actual plan to-be ~plemented. 

6. tomers should be automatically billed by the LEe 
tor three mon 
switched tc 

"\./ 

, after which the customer should be automatically 
&'1' if his or her bill meets the threshold amount. 

customers y switch between its LEe and ~&T one time at no cost; 
each addi 10041 switch should be at a reasonable charge to be paid 
by the stomer to the company losing the customer. 

/ .... 
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7. AX&T should not take back its billing and colle 
function fro~ any LEe except upon terms which comply wi 
conclusion 6-" 

8. With reasonable care by AX&T in the takeb ck of 
billing services in accordance with the quidelin order, 
adverse public reaction, if any, should be min ale 

9. This proceeding should held open f the purpose of 
allowing AX&T and DRA to consider the rate pact of any additional 
expenses to~e incurred by AX&T, includi of 
$9.1 million by a companion order toda , as well as the offsetting 
savings resulting from the talteback. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
of california, Inc., for interstate 

and interLAXA business an residence toll telecommunications 
services within the Sta e of california shall not take back its 
billing and collectio function from any local exchange telephone 
company except upon erms which comply with Conclusion 6-, and upon 
approval of this C mmission by advice letter filing. 

2. AX&T's all arrange t~ provide at least 6-0 days advance 
notice, includ with the local exchange telephone company bills, 
of any pendi~ talceback of billing services. 

3. T·S investigation will remain open for the limited 
purpose 0 determining any revenue, expense, and rate impacts to 
AT&T'S C lifornia intrastate operations resulting from AX&~'s full 
implem. tation of its separate billing program·,. such determination 
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